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Napoleon said, “An army marches on its stomach.” But Napoleon said that before there

was power generation equipment.

The Army you serve in not only moves but does hundreds of things because of gener-

ated power. 

It is generated power that launches missiles.

It is generated power that sees missiles coming your way.

It is generated power that keeps commo shelters humming.

It is generated power that directs your fire to silence the enemy.

It is generated power that lights your tent and lets you write that letter home to your

sweetheart.

It is generated power that lets you read late at night that letter from your sweetheart

so you can finally fall asleep.

It is generated power that lets you use electrical equipment on the battlefield.

The question, “Where were

you when the lights went

out?” is really the question

“Where were you when your

power generation equipment

failed?”

The answer: in the sights of

the enemy. 

Preventive maintenance on

generators is not optional. A

generator that has not had PM

is a generator that is doomed

to fail. 

A failed generator makes

you a Napoleonic soldier fight-

ing a 21st Century enemy. 

Where
Were You
When the
Lights

Went Out?

uh-
oh!

we’re
powerless
against our

enemy!
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M1A1 Tanks…

Shedding a
Little Light

Both the OVERHEAT SPONSON IN and

OVERHEAT SPONSON OUT warning lights

on the tank commander’s panel are yellow.

They should be red. They’re supposed to

be warning lights, not caution lights. Ignoring

the lights could result in an NBC filter fire.

If you’ve not yet made the switch, get your

mechanic to replace those yellow covers with

red ones, NSN 6210-00-176-4954.

JULY 032 PS 608

M1-Series Tanks…

Pump Up Turret Seal

When water is forced inside the race ring, grease is

washed away. Dirt gets inside and corrosion starts. That

leads to damage to the springs, ball bearings, and the

race itself. Eventually the turret will lock up and no

longer traverse.

Fixing the damage is difficult and costly, so avoid it

by using the turret’s inflatable seal to keep wash water

out. You’ll find the inflatable seal on all M1, M1A1 and

some M1A2 tanks.

Engage the turret

traverse lock mecha-

nism, close the bleed

cock below the inflat-

able seal’s pressure

gauge and pump the

handle until the gauge

reads 25 psi. If the seal

won’t inflate to 25 psi,

let your mechanic

know. The seal could

be damaged.

Do not try to traverse the turret

with the seal inflated. That dam-

ages the seal.

After washing the tank, deflate

the seal by opening the bleed cock

under the gauge and allowing the

pressure to drop to 0 psi. Then dis-

engage the turret lock mechanism.

Don’t forget to grease the turret

race ring monthly with WTR, too.

That keeps corrosion away and the

race ring turning smoothly.

didn’t you
see an nbc

warning
light!?

sure,
but it

was just
a caution

light!

I didn’t
know it

was that
serious!

Change covers to red on OVERHEAT
SPONSON IN and OUT lights

Pump handle
until gauge
reads 25 psi

Lube race ring monthly
with WTR

When it’s time to
take your tank to the

wash rack for a
good cleaning, you’d
better remember to
protect the turret
race ring, drivers.

wait!!
you need to
pump up my
turret seal

first!
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M2A2/M3A2, ODS Bradleys…

NMC? Not Necessarily!

Dear Editor,
A lot of our crewmen report their Bradleys as NMC because the warn-

ing lights don’t come on during PMCS of the turret drive system. When
we investigate, however, everything checks out.

I think the problem may be due to some confusion with the PMCS
tables, specifically Check 23 on Page 0069 00-67 of TM 9-2350-
284-10-2 (A2 Bradley) and Check 24 on Page 0079 00-65 of
TM 9-2350-284-10-2-1 
(ODS Bradley).

With the TURRET DRIVE
SYSTEM switch set to ON, the
two turret drive warning lights
should come on. However, if the
turret shield door is open and
the combat override switch is
on, the warning lights will stay
dark, even if the turret drive
system is working.

Can you let Bradley crewmen
know that the turret shield
door should be closed and the
combat override switch off
when doing this check?

SGT Joseph M. Skaggs, Jr.
B Trp, 1/1st Cav
Buedingen, Germany

Consider
it done,
Sergeant.

M2/M3-Series Bradleys…

Dear Half-Mast,
My soldiers want to improve the appearance inside their Bradleys.

The paint inside is old, scratched, and generally pretty bad-looking.
I’ve been unable to find anything on what kind of paint to use. Do

we use regular enamel or CARC? Should the paint be fire retardant or
rust-resistant?

SSG J.A.C.

Dear Sergeant J.A.C.,

Since you need the same chemical agent protection inside as you do outside your

vehicle, green CARC is the paint to use. Get a 2-qt kit with NSN 8010-01-419-1162

and a 1-gal kit with NSN 8010-01-419-1147. NSN 8010-01-193-0516 brings a

quart of white epoxy primer.

Both kits bring a two-component CARC paint that consists of a polymer resin

and a curing agent that must be mixed in a four-to-one ratio. That allows you to

mix up only as much paint as you need and save the rest for later.

Remember that touch-up painting is done to prevent corrosion, not for purely

cosmetic reasons.

Check out TB 43-0209, Color, Marking and Camouflage Painting of Military

Vehicles, Construction Equipment and Materials Handling Equipment, and TB 

43-0242, CARC Spot Painting, for safety information when spot painting 

with CARC.
all finished!
your inside’s
looking as

good as new! I’m
next!

but you said
we could make
some improve-
ments inside!

Warning lights stay dark if shield door is
open and combat override switch is on

I can’t believe
you’re nmc for a
bad turRet drive
system again!

I don’t
have a

bad drive!
honest!

you
gotta

believe
me!

hold it,
soldier. did
you check
his turret
door and
combat

override
switch
first?

 From the

desk of

     the Editor
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M113A3 FOV…

If tight is good, then tighter must be better. Right, crewmen?

Not when it comes to the transmission oil dipstick. After checking the oil level

before and after operation, you have to turn the T-handle on the dipstick to lock it in

place. Turning the T-handle makes the gasket under the top of the dipstick expand to

completely seal the opening.

But if you turn the T-handle too far, the dipstick can pop loose like a cork, espe-

cially after a few road bumps during operation. With a loose dipstick, it’s easy for

water from cleaning or low-water fording to get splashed into the neck and contam-

inate the transmission.

PS 608 JULY 036

M577-Series Command Post Carrier…

never forget the lever

you want your M577’s 4.2-KW gener-

ator to be full of hot air during the win-

ter, not the summer, crewmen. That’s

why the engine air shutter has a SUM-

MER/WINTER lever.

During cold weather, setting the

lever to WINTER deflects cold incom-

ing air past the exhaust manifold. The

preheated air makes for easier restarts

and a smoother run.

Unfortunately, some crewmen forget

to move the switch back to SUMMER

when the temperatures go back up.

Already hot air becomes scorching.

The generator’s air filter is toast.

So do your 4.2-KW a favor. Flip the

engine air shutter lever to WINTER

when it’s cold and to SUMMER all the

rest of the time.

Flip lever to WINTER
during cold weather…

…and SUMMER
all other times

whew!
sure is a
hot one
today!

it would be a
lot cooler if
you’d flip my
air shutter
lever to

summer!

oops!! my
transmission
oil dipstick

popped
loose!

keep
that
water
away!

Then, take a
gander at it

every now and
then to make
sure it’s still

firmly in place.

So go
easy when
locking
the dip-
stick in
place.

Secure dipstick by
turning T-handle—
but not too much!
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Combat Vehicles…

The fire resistant hydraulic (FRH) fluid, MIL-H-46170, and turboshaft oil, MIL-L-

23699, used in your combat vehicles are safe—as long as you take the right person-

al protective measures.

FRH and turboshaft oil both contain tricresyl phosphate (TCP) that, when taken

internally, can cause physical paralysis. Of course, no one would purposely drink

hydraulic fluid, but TCP can also be absorbed through contact with the skin.

And the effects of TCP are cumulative. A little exposure today, a little tomorrow,

and some more next week all add together and build up in your system. Enough

exposure over a long enough period can result in paralysis.

TCP is in such a low concentration that the proper protective equipment and good

hygiene practices make FRH and turboshaft oil safe to use.

Gloves, long sleeves, an apron, goggles and a face shield provide good protection.

Just make sure you wash up with soap and water after using FRH and turboshaft oil.

Never eat, smoke, or rub your eyes before cleaning up.

Always wash your clothing before wearing it again, too. Normal washing with

detergent removes all traces of TCP.

PS 608 JULY 038

M88A1 Recovery Vehicle, M60 AVLB…M88A1 Recovery Vehicle, M60 AVLB…

Dear Half-Mast,
Some of the torsion bars on our M60 bridge launchers have black

tape wrapped around them. In most cases, that tape is frayed and
coming loose.

Can you tell me what the tape is for and how to get new tape to
replace the old stuff?

SFC J.B.

Dear Sergeant J.B.,

Yes and no! The old tape was designed to cushion the torsion bars during trans-

port and handling. It prevented dings and cuts that could weaken the torsion bars

and allow them to snap.

There is no requirement for replacing the tape. In fact, tests have shown that the

tape can trap moisture, allowing corrosion to get a foothold.

Your best bet is to remove the old tape. If you receive any more torsion bars with

tape already applied, remove it before installation.

so many
types of

tape!

how do I
know which

one to use on
the torsion

bars?

good
knight!

that’s not
the right

protection
for frh and
turboshaft

oil!

no frh or
turboshaft
oil worries

for me!

now I’m
ready!



Connector Cover Fix
If the connector inserts pull out, the cover won’t seal tight. Water gets inside and

corrodes the cables. Fix loose insert problems like this:

To get back into the connector the next time, remove the screws and use a sharp

knife to cut the caulk.JULY 0310

NATO Slave Cable… Shock Stopper
Before slaving your vehicle, eyeball

where the wiring goes into the end con-

nector. Look for bare or exposed wires

where insulation has pulled back from the

connector housing.

2. Remove the inserts by threading
in a screw and gently wiggling the
insert until it comes out the body
of the connector.

3. Fill each hole about halfway with silicone
adhesive caulk, NSN 8040-00-865-8991.

4. Press the insert back into the hole, making
sure it’s flush with the surface of the connector.
Let the caulk cure for an hour or two so the
inserts stay in place.
5. Run a thin bead of silicone adhesive caulk
around the connector lip and screw down the
cover. Wipe off any caulk that oozes out. Again,
let the caulk cure for an hour or two before
using the cable.

Knowing the
right parts to
order and how
to fix the cable

you already
have is pretty
important, too.

1. Remove cover plate

Remove
loose inserts
and fill holes
with caulk

NSN 6150-00-398-6527 gets a cable without end connectors

NSN 6150-01-022-6004 gets a cable with end connectors

NSN 5935-00-567-0128 gets one end connector

NSN 5935-00-322-8959
gets one connector
adapter that allows
either end of cable to
fit two-hole recepta-
cles (2 adapters come
with complete cable)

Check here for bare
or exposed wires

I’m gonna
need a jump
before I can

get back to the
battlefield!

but my
slave

cable is
falling
apart!

I’ll never
get you
started!

You’ll get a
real charge from
your slave cable
if you touch one
of those bare

wires while you’re
hooking up. Here’s

how to make it
safe again:

my batteries
are dead! 

1. Remove the connector’s back plate,
then disconnect the cable from the
connector.
2. Cut off the terminal lugs. Strip back just
enough insulation to put on new terminal
lugs, NSN 5940-00-115-5004.

3. Reconnect the cables to the connector.
Make sure the positive lead (+) is
reconnected to the center post and the
negative lead (-) is reconnected to the
negative cup of the connector.
4. Reassemble the connector.

There’s a lot
more involved
with using the
NATO slave

cable than just
plugging it in.



heat
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FMTV…

BEAT THE

When operating in temperatures above 100°F (38°C), you operators must take

extra care to prevent overheating the vehicle. Overheating starts when the engine

temperature exceeds 230°F (110°C). 

• Never operate the vehicle

with the Radiator Fan Off switch

in the ON position. That means

double-check that the engine fan

OFF indicator is not lit.

• Never operate the engine longer than 30 sec-

onds at full throttle if the vehicle is not moving.

(For example, while operating the self-recovery

winch or other auxillary equipment.) That

quickly raises transmission oil temperature and

can damage the transmission. Watch the service

indicator light in the shift window. If it lights up,

or if the water temp gauge gets near 230°F

(110°C), the transmission oil is overheating.

• Watch the water temperature gauge, STOP

engine indicator and High Engine Temperature

indicator closely for signs

of overheating.

• Check oil levels often

and keep operating strains

as low as possible. Since

the cooling and lubrication

systems support each other,

failure of one system will

quickly lead to the failure

of the other.

• Check the battery fluid

level often in extreme heat.

Batteries do not hold their

charge well in extreme

heat, so the specific gravity

must be adjusted. See TM

9-6140-200-14 for details.

Radiator Fan Off switch…

Keep an eye
on service
indicator
light

…should be OFF so fan can run

• Always idle the engine before

shutdown. That cools the engine

and prevents damage.

Check
temperature
gauge…

…STOP indicator and
High Engine Temperature
indicator

help…
me!

I’m over-
heating and

melting!

nothing
like starting
your day…

…with a
nice hot

meal!
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FMTV…

Now that
you’re older,
the sandbox is
a lot bigger!

So remember
these driving

and operational
tips when it

comes to your
FMTV.

25

24

15

10

INCHES

AIR FILTERS
RESTRICTIONS GAUGE

PUSH TO RESET

7

• Avoid driving
diagonally up or
down a hillside.
You can lose
control and roll
the vehicle.

• Check the air
filter restriction
gauge frequently.
Shut down the
engine immediately
and clean the air
filter if the yellow
diaphragm enters
the red zone.

• When operating in sand or
mud, set the CTIS system to
SAND mode, the transmission
shift selector to MODE ON, and
select a lower gear range for
added traction.

• Watch for sand and dust accumulation on
the radiator. Too much accumulation can cause
the engine to overheat. Use low-pressure
water or air to clean away dust and sand.

• Clean mud off
the vehicle as soon
as possible. Pay
special attention
when cleaning to
the wheels, brakes,
axles, universal
joints, steering
mechanism, radiator
and oil cooler. 

• Operating in mud gets the brake
linings wet. That greatly reduces
braking power. To dry the brakes,
first find a dry area, or at least an
area where the brake drums will be
totally out of the mud. Drive the
truck about 500 feet, applying the
service brakes frequently. If you still
have problems with the brakes, call
in your unit mechanic. 

• Keep high-pressure water, steam and air away
from glass surfaces, seals, air intake, exhaust outlet,
and any other component that might be damaged.

• Keep glass surfaces covered
whenever possible to prevent
scratching by dust and sand.

let’s
get you
cleaned
up right
away!

hey, bring
that hose
over here!

my radiator’s
chock full of
dust ‘n’ sand!

Put CTIS on SAND…

Make sure diaphragm
stays in safe zone

Operating in mud gets
brake linings wet

hey, in
there!

don’t slide
over in your

seat any
further!
or I’ll be

sliding over!!

whoa!
you’ll have to
dry my brakes

out now!

…and
transmission
selector to
MODE ON

Playing with toy
soldiers in the sand-

box was great fun
when you were a kid.



the hot and humid days of summer

means it’s time to remove the

HEMTT’s ether cartridge.

Summer weather causes the cartridge

to rust and leak. Then the vehicle’s

ether start won’t kick in when you need

it for those winter months down the

road.

So do your HEMTT a favor. Remove

the cartridge in the summer or in places

where it’s warm all year around. The

cartridge is there only to help the truck

start in cold temps.

Just unscrew the cartridge from the

solenoid valve and plug the hole with

the cap that is chained to the solenoid.

Be sure to store the ether cartridge in

a cool, dry place so it can be put back

on when you need it—in cold weather.

PS 608 JULY 0317

hey!
wait!
I need
more

coolant!

Fill
'er up!

When filling a new HEMTT radiator, don’t be fooled into thinking it’s full when

it’s not, mechanics.

There’s a lip just inside the

radiator opening that can hold

some fluid and make it appear

to be full when it’s not. What’s

worse, the heat sensors are

located near the top of the

radiator, so they don’t get

tripped by the overheated fluid

in a partially-full tank.

The end result is an over-

heated engine. So keep putting

coolant into the radiator until

it reaches the bottom of the

filler neck.

Fill radiator to bottom
of filler neck

Heat sensor
may not detect
partially-filled
tank

HEMTT…

PS 608 JULY 0316

HEMTT…

• Park the vehicle with the front facing
away from the wind.

• Cover the air intake, radiator and cab
with a tarpaulin when the vehicle will
not be used for a while.

mechanics,
make sure you

remove the
ether cartridge
(that’s me!) in
hot weather!

let’s park the
truck with the

front facing away
from the wind

sounds
good!
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After Refueling

Step 1: Always walk the hand-activated valve (HAV)

back to its reel when you’ve finished pumping. If you let

it fly, the rough landing damages the air hoses.

If the HAV is lucky enough to make it through the reel

window on the fly, it still takes a beating. The jolts on the

air lines can be bad enough to pull the hoses away from

the control.

If that happens, fix the HAV yourself. Just cut off a

couple of inches of hose and push it back over the fitting.

Then, secure the hose in place with a screw-type hose

clamp, NSN 4730-00-363-4102.

installation
instructions are

in Para 18-16 of TM
9-2320-279-20-3.

hey,
what

are you
blub-
bering
about?

with all that
rubbing, my fuel

hoses won’t be any
good for anything!

PS 608 JULY 0318

M978 HEMTT Tanker…

Step Up

Step 2: Take your time when reeling in the fuel hose.

Go too fast and the hose won’t wind in evenly.

A poorly stacked hose sticks out past the reel far

enough to touch the rear door. As you drive the

tanker, the hose rubs against the door and wears a

hole. The tanker is NMC for fueling operations until

the hose is replaced.

Drivers, there
are two very

important steps
to remember when

you’ve finished
fueling another
vehicle with your
M978 fuel tanker.

Unevenly
wound
hose…

…rubs
against
door

Use clamps to
reattach hoses

While you’re at it,
install a ball stop,

NSN 5340-01-361-2014,
on the hose. if you
accidentally let go
of the hav, the ball
stop takes most of

the punishment instead
of the air hose. 

ow!
oooh!
ouchie!
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There's nothing better than powerful PM for the Patriot system. For instance:

Antenna Mast Group
When operating the

two pneumatic pumps

on the AMG, take the

pumps' cover complete-

ly off. Otherwise, heat

becomes so intense that

it melts the plastic guard

over the fan. Then the

motor overheats.

EPP3
Remember the oil levels will be dif-

ferent depending on whether the EPP3

is shut down or running. If you check

the oil while the generator is running,

the level will be lower. Then you mis-

takenly overfill with oil and pop the

seals. See the sticker above the EPP3

dipstick for the proper way to check the

oil. The generator normally uses oil, so

check the oil level daily in the field.

Patriot Missile System…

M983 Truck
Watch your feet around the

M983's sensor for the power take-

off (PTO). It is often snapped off

by a misplaced boot, especially

when crews are putting up camou-

flage or doing PMCS. No sensor

deadlines the truck. 

You can now order a PTO guard

with NSN 3020-01-426-4824. 

Don't check the M983's transmission fluid without letting the engine warm up to

operating temperature. Crews are checking the fluid with the engine cold and that

gives a low reading. Too much fluid is added to the transmission and that blows

transmission seals. The engine temp should 160°F for the check. Add just enough

fluid to reach the HOT RUN on the dipstick. 

During weekly PMCS, check for

the dust caps for the four rear brake

chambers. The old-style caps often

disappear and without them dirt gets

in the brakes and weakens their

stopping power. It's a good idea for

your repairman to keep extra caps on

hand. He can order them with NSN

5340-01-163-2073. Newer dust caps

are held in place with a screw.

Take off
pneumatic
pump cover

Check sticker
for instructions
on checking oil

Protect PTO
sensor with
new guard

Look for all four caps for
rear brake chambers

I snap to
attention
when it

comes to
patriotic

pm!



Headspace
If the M3P loses

headspace, it will jam

and the bolt and barrel

may be damaged. A

weak barrel locking

spring is the usual cause

for bad headspace.

Letting the spring ride

on the barrel when you

turn the barrel weakens

the spring. 

Prevent that by hold-

ing the spring up a hair

with a screwdriver as

you screw the barrel in

or out. Once the barrel

is locked in, try to turn

it. If you can turn it at

all, don't fire! The

spring needs to be

replaced.PS 608 JULY 0322

Avenger Missile System…

Cleaning
The M3P is not your rifle—

you don't clean and lube it with

CLP. Instead, clean it with RBC

(rifle bore cleaner) and lube it

with TW-25B, NSN 9150-01-

439-0859. But keep TW-25B

away from the inside of the bar-

rel. It damages the barrel liner. 

While you're cleaning, pay

particular attention to the pawl

on the feed cover. Dirt, carbon,

and brass shavings build up

behind the pawl and cause it to

bind. That leads to poor feeding.

Use the small brush in your tool

kit to clean around the pawl. If

the pawl still binds, your repair-

man needs to take the feed cover

apart and clean it.

Straight
shooting with
the Avenger's
M3P machine
gun requires
your doing

pmcS.

what?! are
you on spring

break?

Use TW-25B
for lubing

Hold spring up
while turning
barrel

Test by turning barrelClean thoroughly
around pawl

you
got it,

big
guy!

…if you
shoot

straight
with my
m3p gun

pm!

I’ll shoot
straight

for you…
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MLRS Launcher…

• Tighten all LRU cables and cannon plugs before washing.
Loose connectors will let in water that can cause short circuits.

• Cover the electronics unit (EU) and electronics box with a
plastic bag before washing. Both boxes have a gasket to pro-
tect against water, but you never know when the gasket will
go bad. The bag provides an extra line of defense. Don’t forget
to remove bag after washing it.

• Park the vehicle so water can drain freely from the hull.
Make sure all drain plugs are unclogged.

• Never use high pressure water for cleaning. That will force
water past any protection.

Installation
Unless you have long, skinny fingers,

you'll find it difficult to tighten the cable

for the M3P. Once you have the cable

connected, use needle-nosed pliers to

tighten the connector.

Rate of Fire
The wrong rate of fire will cause feed-

ing problems. Check the rate of fire on

the CDT (control display terminal). It

should be 950 to 1,100 rounds per

minute. If it's off, reset it like it says on

Page 4-31 in TM 9-1425-433-10.

PS 608 24

PMCS

• The clip for the pin
that locks the M3P to
the mount. Without
the clip, the pin can
come out and then the
gun bounces around
on the mount.

• The two pins that hold the ammo box in place. Make sure
they're both in place and can be installed. The ammo box bracket
is often knocked out of alignment and the pins won't go in their
holes. Then the ammo box can't be locked in place.

Two areas
to check

during pmcS
are…

Clip
installed?

Two pins present?
Do they fit in
bracket?

Check rate of
fire on CDT

a good washing
is the best way to
keep your MLRS

nice and clean. But
before you grab
that water hose,
keep these things

in mind…

cleaning
time again?
what about
the damage
to my lrus?

don’t
worry.
it’s in

the bag!

Cover EU with
plastic bag
before
washing vehicle

here,
use

these.
no

thanks



So do yourself and your launcher a favor. Know

when and when not to use the struts.

There’s a time and a place for everything—

including the jury struts on your MLRS launcher.

You need the struts when working under the

launcher. That protects you from a collapsing

launcher in case of a hydraulic failure.

You don’t need the struts when traversing the

launcher.

Sure, it may seem like a waste of time to remove

the struts, traverse the launcher a few feet, and

then install ‘em again to continue your work. But

if jury struts are left in while traversing, it’s easy to

hit the UP, DOWN, or STOW button. That puts

extra stress on the cage and elevation actuator 

supports and can wallow out the holes where the

jury struts are attached.

JULY 03PS 608 JULY 0326

MLRS Launcher…

To
Strut

or
Not to
Strut—

if you’re
gonna traverse
my launcher,
remove the

struts first!

who the
dickens

was
that?

I think I
understand it.
well, partly

anyway.

just
tell the

tale.
partly,

cloudy?

beats me!
I’m still trying

to figure out how
we’re able to talk!

“cloudy was
shipped north to

camp frozen toes.”

“sonny was shipped
south and went to
camp blue blazes.”

I think I’ll
let them tell
you the story.

Traversing launcher with struts
in place wallows out holes

A TALE OF TWO CAMPS
(and the generators that powered them)

hey
shake-
speare!

it was a camp that was
colder than a villain’s

heart. it was a camp that
was hotter than a

jalapeno enchilada.
this is the tale of two

generators,
sonny and cloudy,

it was the coldest of
times. it was the hottest
of times. it was the age

of foolishness.
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anyway, I know
that in extreme

heat, I’m going to
need some special

treatment.

if I’m treated like
everything is normal,

I’m going to break down
faster than a pony ridden

by shaquille o’neal.

—means sand
in my engine.

And that will
grind me to

a halt.”

“I want my
air cleaner
checked

and my filter
replaced if

it’s dirty.”

“I want my shrouds
and doors closed
so that air keeps

circulating to keep
me cool.”

“I want
room to

breathe!”

“I want my batteries
checked for the right
fluid level and for

corrosion.”

“I shutter
to think

about it.”

“I want my engine
oil checked daily.
When I’m running
hot, my oil gets
thinner than the
hair on bruce
willis’ head.”

“I want my
oil checked
for dirt.”

“grit on
my dip-
stick—

“yeah, whatever.
so here is what
I’m hoping for.”

so there I
was at camp
blue blazes
and it was

hotter than- yeah,
we

know.



I wanted clean
fuel, a clean
fuel strainer

and clean
containers that
carry my fuel.

sounds
like you
wanted a

lot!

But I was
working

for them.

it made
good sense
to keep me

happy. 

So
what’s
your
story? well…

so there I was
at camp frozen
toes and it was
colder than the
stare of an ex-

girlfriend.

by the way…
do you know

the difference
between a boy
generator and a
girl generator?

then
which one

am I?of
course!

JULY 03JULY 0330 PS 608 JULY 0331PS 608 JULY 03
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if I’m treated
like normal, I’m
going to break
down like that

guy’s pony.

shaquille
o’neal.

“yeah,
him.”

“So here
is what

I’m hoping
for.”

“I want the
ice and snow
kept off me.
And rather
than sitting
on the cold
ground, I
want to be
on a trailer
or a pallet.”

“I want my battery cap
vent holes open and not

plugged up and my battery
kept fully charged.”

I want to be
preheated like
my technical

manual says to.

I want icing
inhibitor in my

fuel if my fuel
needs it.

“And you
said I
wanted
a lot!!!”

“I want my cables and wiring
handled as little as possible

and not kinked or bent
because my insulation is a bit

more brittle in the cold.”

“I want my fuel tank kept
full when I’m not being

used so that condensation
can’t build up in my tank and

freeze in my fuel line…”

“…And I want my fuel
filters drained daily
to remove water that

might freeze.”

anyway, just like
you, I know that in

extreme cold I
need some special

treatment.
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UH-60A/L…

Dear Editor,

Black Hawk aircraft vibration
chafes the tail rotor pylon between
the antenna cover and the right side
attaching receptacles on the fairing
assembly. 

We remembered reading an article in
PS 442 that solved this chafing prob-
lem. It suggested applying a rubber strip,
NSN 9230-00-878-6507, along the
chafed areas, including the receptacles.

Here’s the fix:

• Clean the receptacles and the area
between the receptacles where the
antenna cover makes contact.

• Trim the rubber strips to fit and
lay them aside. 

• Apply a thin coat of adhesive,
NSN 8040-00-097-6524, along
the chafed area of the pylon.

• Firmly press the rubber strips onto the
adhesive. 

• Let the adhesive cure at room
temperature for 24 hours.

Because the rubber strip is only 1/16 inch
thick, it will not prevent you from latching
the cover to the pylon. 

SSG Jason White
AVCRAD (LAAASF) CA

JULY 0334

That fix will put that

nagging chafing problem

to rest.

Install rubber
strips here

Cut strip to fit
around receptacles

this rubber
strip is just

what the doctor
ordered to solve

this chafing
problem!

 From the desk

     of the Editor

Well,
boys…

I knew
I was a

boy!

I see you
didn’t get
what you
wanted?

I was
hoping

you were
a girl.

hey! don’t
look at me
like that!

Extreme temperatures
mean increased PM. Do

that PM and make it
the best of times for

your generators. 

it was the worst
of times for these
two generators,
but that doesn’t
mean it has to be

for yours. 



"32.5"

28.5"

Approx. 12"

44.5"
17"17"

86"

90"
46.5"

Yellow webbing,
NSN 8305-00-828-4231,
for the REMOVE 
BEFORE FLIGHT streamer

This piece should
be a mirror image
of the one above.

1" foam
221"

Approximately 12"

cut foam 2" smaller
all the way around( )

(32.5” long)
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To protect furniture from food spills, rips, damage, and busy kids, covers are worth

their weight in preventing costly cleaning and repairs.

To protect a Blackhawk or a Apache stabilator from dropped tool damage,

mechanics, a cover is worth its weight in gold in preventing unnecessary and cost-

ly maintenance repairs and aircraft downtime. 

If you have any type of cover, use it on the stabilator or canvass to protect the skin

from tools like wrenches, hammers

and screw drivers that might punc-

ture, dent or damage the stabilator.

If you drop tools on an uncovered

stabilator while performing tail rotor

maintenance, your bird is grounded

until the AVIM shop repairs minor

nicks or dings—or replaces it if the

damage is severe enough and can’t

be fixed.

If you need a cover, have your

upholstery shop make a right and left

piece with the following instructions. 

The cover is made from red vinyl, NSN 8305-00-273-8650, and uses fire retar-

dant and flame resistant foam as insulation that you can purchase locally.

did 
I do

that!?

that’s
why I use
a cover!

AH-64A/D and
UH-60A/L…

Stabilator

Foam This piece forms a pocket
that goes over end of
the stabilator.

I think you'd
better cover

up the stabilator
before you get
 to work on the

tail rotor.

Good
idea! I

don't have
time for
damage!
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UH-60A/L…

Dear Editor, 
Even though we take extreme care when we work on the Black Hawk

main rotor blades, mishaps still happen. 
When mechanics perform main rotor head work, they sometimes bump

their noggins on the blades as they maneuver on top of the bird. An
occasional small bump on the head is OK, but in many cases, mechanics
bang their heads pretty hard on the main rotor blade trailing edge. If
that happens, the sharp edge can gouge out a piece and that may
require an emergency room visit for stitches. 

We’ve come up with a quick fix.
We local purchase a foam tube

(swimming pool tube) with a hole
in the center, 2 inches in diame-
ter and 5 feet long for each
blade. Then we cut the tube from
the center out all the way
through and install it on the
trailing edge of all four blades to
save our skulls. ‘Course, we
always attach a REMOVE
BEFORE FLIGHT streamer to
each foam tube. 

2"

5'

watch
yourself
when you
get up.

hey, we’re
in good

shape now
that we have
the blades
covered!

great job, soldiers!
another first-class idea to
ensure maintenance is done

with safety in mind!

Good thinking! No more busted and stitched

up heads.

• Begin sewing the top and bottom together, leaving one of the long sides open for

inserting the foam.

• After inserting the foam, finish sewing the two pieces together. 

• Before installing pocket panel, be sure to reinforce the opening edge by folding

it over 1 inch and sewing or installing webbing on that edge for reinforcing the

pocket. Sew in a web tab for the safety streamer.

• From the outer end of the trailing

edge, leave a 7-in opening 5 inches

from the corner to allow opening for the

static wick.

• Once you’ve made the first piece,

then make another one that’s the mirror

image of the first one. (You need two

pads—one for the left half of the stabi-

lator and another one for the right half.)

• The two pads will fasten together at

the center of the stabilator with hook

and pile fasteners as the diagram shows

below.  

• Assemble REMOVE BEFORE FLIGHT streamer, NSN 8345-00-673-9992, and

attach to sewn-in tabs. Use wire rope and swaging sleeve, NSN 4030-00-960-1654,

to attach the streamer.

If your unit does not have a shop that can make the cover, contact Fred Reschman

at the CA AVCRAD, (559) 347-5575.

View from below

View from above

Static wick

Pocket

REMOVE
BEFORE
FLIGHT

Pocket

REMOVE
BEFORE
FLIGHT

REMOVE
BEFORE
FLIGHT

REMOVE
BEFORE
FLIGHT

Static wick

Static wickStatic wick

Hook-and-pile
holds them together

Protective Pad Stabilator

Pile fastener
 (both sides)

Hook
fastener
 (both sides)

Center tab

Center tab

 From the desk of the Editor
Pascual Arances Jr.
Moffett Field, CA
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UH-60A/L…

Dear Editor,
During our 10-hr/14-day

Black Hawk inspection, we came
across a bird’s nest nestled in
a hole underneath the cambered
fairing of one of our helicopters.

While our aircraft sit on the
flight line, birds can squeeze
through the opening where the
stabilator and the stabilator
actuator connect. Having found
a great spot for a home, they
build nests.

Bird nests can present a
FOD problem. And because
nests hold moisture, they can
create corrosion. When the
nest dries, the grass gets hot
and creates a potential fire
problem, too.

We removed the nest, and
made a bird blocker out of rub-
ber foam. We placed the block-
er’s thin front end between the
stabilator and the fairing to
cover the opening. We attached
a REMOVE BEFORE FLIGHT
streamer. That keeps those
pesky birds from making our
bird “home sweet home”.  

• Wheel assembly with universal brake, 
NSN 5340-01-340-8799

• Latch assembly-clamping catch,
NSN 5340-00-787-3209

• Catch, clamping latch, spring-loaded, 
NSN 5340-00-760-9241

• Quick release pin,
NSN 5340-00- 935-8804

You can
order the
parts you
need from
this list…

sergeant blade,
this stand doesn’t

sound or look
too good.

if you want
to get rid
of that

“clinking,”
“clacking,”

and
“wobbling”…

looks like
you could
use some

parts!

12"

16"

4" 4"

1.5"

3.25"
4"

10.5"

Darius Johnson
Camp Robinson AASF
North Little Rock, AR 

Here are the dimensions we use.

looks like
we’ve got a
stowaway!

try
this bird
blocker
to keep
‘em out!

Place blocker between fairing and stabilator

unfortunately, The low
level maintenance platform,

nsn 1730-00-269-8283,
doesn’t have a TM.

hey, you
know birds

of a feather
flock to-
gether.
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If you let the power cable hang in the

doorway like a bat in a cave, the door

can damage the power cable and knock

out the ECU. If you route it through the

shelter’s lifting eyes, the lifting hooks

can crush the cable while moving or lift-

ing the shelter. 

No power cable means you lose cool

air, and the radios and other electronic

components inside the shelter that con-

trol flight operations overheat and burn

out. Then you won’t be communicating

or coordinating with aircraft in the air or

on the ground.

If you’re tempted to run any power

cable on the ground, forget it. That

leaves the ECU power cable vulnerable.

Foot and vehicle traffic can crush the

cable or rip the cable loose from the con-

nectors. It causes a tripping hazard, too. 

Elevate and mark all cables with white cloth or tape to avoid damage.

JULY 0342

Air Traffic Control…

Keep Cool,
and Your
Avionics,
Too

The AN/TSC-61B operates best when you and the

electronic communications equipment inside the shelter

stay cool. 

A good rule of thumb to keep cool and protect your-

self and the ECU power cable is to secure it only across

the doorway. Use loop clamps, NSN 5340-00-891-3412,

to support the cable. And don’t route the cable through

the lifting eyes, either. 

Air traffic control
operators, when you
set up your flight

coordination central,
AN/TSC-61B, keep

the environmental
control unit’s power

cable out of
harm’s way. 

Attach cable
with loop clamp

Don’t let
cable hang

Don’t route through
or over lifting eyes

make
sure he

uses loop
clamps!

yeah!
don’t let
the ecu
cable
hang!

I know
it’s hot…
I’m about
to hook
you up!

hurry! my
communication
components
are gettin’

hot!
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MK 19 Machine Gun…

PS 608 JULY 0344

Aviation Ground Support Equipment…

Ramp flags have been showing up lately—again. If you have ramp flags, NSN

8345-00-543-6914, attached to your airfield and flight line ground vehicles, you

need to ask yourself a question: “should we still be flying those checkered flags?”

The latest word in FM 1-300, Flight Operations Procedures, says nothing about

the use of ramp flags on flight line vehicles—such as tugs or tractors—while they

tow aircraft. So forget ramp flags.

In the past ramp flags were used as a safety precaution on fixed wing aircraft run-

ways. Still, ramp flags are considered a safety hazard in and around hovering heli-

copters.

Also, flags can become FOD material if they get caught in rotor blades or get

ingested by an aircraft engine. 

…because there
was a round stuck

in the barrel
that he hadn't
checked for.

“What the Army
thinks happened
is that his MK 19

fired three
rounds, but

stopped on the
fourth round
because of

a split
cartridge

case.”

‘When the soldier pulled the
trigger and nothing happened,
he opened the MK 19's cover
and saw the ruptured case.”

“He removed the
case, but didn’t

check for a stuck
round. he tried

to fire again. The
fifth round hit

the fourth round
stuck in the
barrel and
the barrel
exploded.”

‘instructions for using the detector
are in wp 0014-00-13 in tm 9-1010-230-10.
He would have found the stuck round
and been able to remove it with the
round removal tool, whose use is 

covered by wp 0014-00-28.”

That would have
saved him a narrow
escape and his gun

from suffering
major damage. 

well, What
should the
soldier have
done before

trying to
fire? 

He should
have used
the bore

obstruction
detector to
check for a
stuck round. 

you’re
lucky to
be alive!

man!
you look
awful!

sorry
about that!
I’ll go get
rid of the
other one
right now!

Don’t you
know they can

cause fod
problems!

did you get
dizzy when you

were flying
around?

So follow the
good words in

FM 1-300 and your
local flight line
sop and get your
tugs and airfield
vehicles up-to-

snuff.

you didn’t
check for
a stuck

round, did
you?

One MK 19 gunner in
Afghanistan narrowly
escaped injury when

the barrel of his
gun blew up…

I’m sick!
my engine
ingested

one of your
flags!



Your M16-series rifle or M4A1 carbine is the best

friend you'll have in battle. That's why you need to

give it all the PM attention it needs. 

But there is a widespread problem in the Army.

Some soldiers want to give their M16 or M4A1

too much attention. They want to do not only their

job, but also the armorer's and maybe even direct

support's. The results of doing more than you

should can be disastrous for your weapon. 

• Don't disassemble the lower receiver and trigger assembly for better cleaning.

• Don't remove the buttstock to clean the lower receiver extension. 

• Don't remove the compensator to clean the barrel.

• Don't give your M16 or M4 a bath. • Don't remove the self-locking screw in
the buttstock.
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M16-Series Rifle, M4A1 Carbine…

The takedown pin spring is
easily damaged and difficult
to install correctly. If the
spring and detent are not put
back in right, the takedown
pin won't lock in and your
rifle won't stay together. You
could also loosen the lower
receiver extension, which
could let the buffer detent
and spring pop free.

Water trapped in tight places corrodes
metal parts like the carrier key, forward
assist spring, trigger spring, and sear spring. 

Once the screw is removed, it's no
longer self-locking. It won't hold and the
buttstock can turn while firing.

and when I’m
done cleaning

your heat
shields, I’ll
give you a

sponge bath
and a…

in fact,
it’s just

plain
wrong!

no! no! nO!
that kind

of attention
is not

necessary!

If you continually push out the receiver
pins, you enlarge the receiver holes. The
holes can't hold the pins and the receiver
is ruined.

Here's
what you

shouldn't
be doing… 

If the trigger assembly is put together
wrong, the weapon fires automatic when
it's not supposed to. That's dangerous. 

The compensator must be torqued just right. If it's screwed on too tight, the barrel
threads--and barrel--are ruined. If it's too loose, it can vibrate off.

Don’t take trigger
assembly apart

Removing
buttstock leads
to takedown
pin spring
problems

Leave
compensator
alone

Screw won’t
lock in place
once it’s
removed

Leave receiver pins alone

I agree you
need a shower.

but all this
water is going
to corrode

me!

Takedown
pin spring
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Small Arms…

Now See This: Adjust Sights Right

Rifles and machine guns spend too much time sitting in direct support shops

because armorers and gunners don't use the right tool to adjust the front sights. 

They grab what's handy—a bullet, a nail, or a multi-purpose tool—and start 

poking and turning the front sight detent or post. That's OK on the battlefield where

you're concerned with life and death. But it's not OK in a training environment.

Using the wrong tool to adjust the sight again and again on the range soon ruins the

sight. Then the weapon has to go off to support for repairs. 

All of this can be avoided if every armorer and squad leader carries and uses the

correct sight adjustment tool. 

There is no NSN for the M16 rifle/M4 carbine front sight tool. You have two

choices: have the tool made by support using the diagram on Page E-2 in TM 9-1005-

319-23&P or go to your local gun shop and buy the tool. Most units have found it

cheaper and easier just to buy the tool.

hold it!
use the right

tool to adjust
your sight or
you’ll soon be

sightless!

PS 608

Armorers, make
sure your unit sees
this article. it will
save you trouble
and your unit the
cost of replacing
ruined weapons. 

The bottom line is that if you want to do your M16 or M4 a favor, do everything

TM 9-1005-319-10 says to do, then stop. If your weapon needs more attention, tell

your armorer. He has the tools and training to either fix it or get it to support.

• Don't use stuff like oven or toilet bowl
cleaners or homemade cleaning tools on
your rifle.

• Don't take off the heat shields for cleaning. 

• Don't use the bore brush on the out-
side of the weapon. 

Once again,
there goes my

protective 
finish. 

stick to
toilets, pal.
you’ll ruin my

protective
coating!

Leave heat shields alone

These things will get your rifle or carbine wonderfully clean, but they also take
off its protective finish and ruin the barrel grooves. Soon your weapon is junk.

You’ll ruin the hand-
guards if you remove the
heat shields. That’s why
it says DO NOT REMOVE
on the heat shields.

The M240B
machine gun
sight tool
comes with
nsn 1005-01-
458-7004 and
costs $56.



Fog Oil Strainers
Clean them at least weekly when

you're smoking. Fog oil is often dirty

and clogs the strainers quicker than

other fuels clog filters. Clogged strain-

ers make it difficult for the generators

to draw fog oil and the generators can

overheat. Rinsing the strainers in diesel

fuel is an easy way to clean them.

Wedge Blocks
Make sure each generator has two

wedge blocks installed. The blocks are

often missed when the generators are

reinstalled. Without the blocks, the gen-

erators bounce around during travel and

all sorts of components are damaged.

with PM
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M157 Smoke Generator…

Fired Up

Air Release Valve
Hit the valve at the end of every smoking mission and

hold it in until all the air is out of the system. Otherwise,

condensation forms in the air lines, corrosion sets in, and

soon the air lines start to leak. 

Hoses
The air and fog oil hoses are virtually the same size

and it's easy to confuse them. If the air tank won't build

up pressure, make sure you have the tank hooked up to

the air hose. 

Your M157
smoke generator
will smoke like a
thousand chimneys

if you keep it
fired up with

this PM.

Press valve until all
air is out of system

Clean strainers
with diesel fuel

Two wedge blocks for each
generator installed?

good pm, my
boy, will someday
put you on the
smoking wall of

fame, too!



Control Panel Knobs
Don't force the knobs. If you muscle

them past their stops, you break the

knobs and then the control panel can't

control smoking. Operators often break

the knobs because they turn them fast

and hard. That's not necessary. Slow and

easy is fine for smoking.

Storage

Control Panel Cables
If any of the six cables to the control

panel are loose or cross-threaded, you

could get false indicators when you turn

on the control panel—particularly the

FIRE warning light.  If you're getting

false indicators, check that the cables are

correctly installed. 

You have to see the connectors to tell

if they're cross-threaded. The easiest

way to visually check them in the track

version of the M157 is to remove the top

screws holding the brackets to the con-

trol panel. Loosen the bottom two

screws and swing the control panel

toward you. You can just bend over and

look at the cables in the truck version. 

Fuel Cans and Hoses
It's a good idea to keep the fuel cans more

than 1/4 full. If the fuel level gets much lower

than that, the generators have trouble drawing

fuel. The best bet is to fill the fuel cans before

you smoke. If you've been smoking a long

time and aren't sure of the fuel level, use a

flashlight to check. 

Check the fuel hoses weekly for dry rot and

cracks. If the hoses sprout holes, fuel sprays

everywhere. Make sure the hoses are routed to

the outside of the taillights on the track ver-

sion. If they run along the inside the lights, the

ramp can catch the hoses and tear them off. 

Don't store gear on top of the fog oil tank. Gear bounces around during travel and

breaks the cable and fog oil line connectors on top of the tank. Then you can't smoke.

Never store picks, shovels or other gear between the fog oil tank and tank straps. That

can cause the straps to crack and the tank can break loose. 
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Head
If you have to remove the head

during smoking, remember it's

very hot. It's a good idea to wear

heavy gloves and use a rag when

you handle the head. Don't leave

the smoke chamber  open. Flames

can shoot out the head opening

and fricassee you. Put the head

blank in until you're ready to

replace the head. 

don’t even
think about

storing your-
selves on my
fog oil tank!

look at
me! I’m ready
for the wall

of fame!!

Don’t force knobs
past their stops

False indicators?
Check the cables

Fuel hoses routed to
outside of taillights?

Keep head or head blank
in hot generator
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M139 Mine Dispenser…

mounting volcano on fmtv
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M17-Series Decon…

Better Adjusting & Fitting

Dear Editor,
This suggestion will make adjusting the M17 decon's flow switch easier:
Once the M17 has been running awhile, it is very difficult to adjust the

flow switch with a normal screwdriver without burning yourself on the
exhaust. We avoided burns by making a long-handled screwdriver out of
1/4-in rod.

Cut off a 3-ft piece and bend one end in a vise to form a handle.
Flatten the other end so it will fit the flow switch screw. Then you can
adjust the switch without getting your hands near the hot exhaust. 

SGT Richard Morris
F Co, 782d MSB
Ft Bragg, NC

if you have any
Volcano questions,

contact ardec's
Peter Giotis at DSN
880-5651/(973) 724-
5651 or e-mail him

at peter.giotis@
us.army.mil

Change 6 to
tm 9-1095-208-10-1

authorized mounting
the Volcano on the
FMTV M1090 5-ton

dump truck.

But to do it you need an adapter kit, which
you can get free from the Armament

Research, Development and Engineering
Center (ardec) by e-mailing

restaino@pica.army.mil

they finally
brought us
together!

here’s where to get
info on mounting the
volcano on the FMTV

dump truck.

Bend one end for
handle and flatten
other end to fit
switch screw

Use tool to
adjust switch

this
fabricated
tool will
prevent
burned

hands when
you adjust

the flow
switch.

“Mounting the Volcano on the FMTV
5-ton cargo truck is not authorized.”



• Before the day’s run, drain off water

and sediment from the fuel system’s

fuel/water separator. Water can rust out

the fuel system. Sand in the fuel system

can damage the engine’s ejectors.

• Before you refuel equipment, wipe off any

sand around the fuel tank’s filler cap.
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CCE…

When you talk to
an operator in any

engineering battalion,
he will tell you it’s a
dirty job. But what

the heck, someone 
has to do it!

it’s a
dirty

job but
someone

has to
do it!

we’ve got
the scoop
on good
pm right

here!

That dirty job means dust and
sand can get into the vehicle’s fuel.
Commercial construction equipment
is built to last, but dirty fuel will

put it down in a hurry.

These PM pointers are
a great way to keep

equipment mission-ready
when it comes to fuel
matters in the desert.

• Keep your fuel supply covered and protected. 

• Fill the fuel tank at the end of opera-

tions to help prevent condensation in

the tank.

• If it’s raining or sand is blowing, lay a

clean rag around the nozzle while you

refuel. When refueling is done, replace

the cap and snug it down to keep dirt out

during operations.

If your

equipment’s

fuel tank has

a strainer,

make sure

it’s in place

and in good

shape. If it’s

damaged or

missing,

replace it.

With good fuel
PM, you’ll keep
the sand and

water where they
belong—out of

the vehicle’s
fuel system.



Tired of playing tag with endless voice mails and e-mails while trying to fix your

packaging problems? Never get a good answer, or any answer at all? 

If your unit or installation could use some dependable “real people” who come

to your place to give quality on-site packaging guidance and instruction, then the

LOGSA Packaging Storage and Containerization Center’s PAKCANDOO Team

can help.

PAKCANDOO is a team

made up of the Army’s best

packaging specialists who can

handle just about any packag-

ing situation that comes their

way. Their specialties include:
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Personal Equipment…

No one is here to take
your call right now,

but if you’ll leave your
name, number and a
brief message after

the...BEEEEEP!

• All supply classes

• Single Stock Fund and retrograde packaging

• Interpreting packaging coded data and special
packaging instructions

• Stock readiness and shelf-life management

• Containerization and packaging configuration

• Packaging operations layouts

• Materials and equipment listings

• HAZMAT and ESD packaging

The next time you’re
neck-deep in a packaging
swamp, call PAKCANDOO’s
Barry Bryant at DSN 795-
7149 or (570) 895-7149.

Or send an e-mail to:

frederick.bryant@
logsa.redstone.army.mil

Knee Pads 
Size NSN 8415-01- Camouflage Pattern
Small
Medium
Large

458-8694
458-8699
 458-8703

Woodland 
Woodland 
Woodland 

Elbow Pads 
Size NSN 8415-01- Camouflage Pattern
Small
Medium
Large

458-8759
458-8761
458-8763

Woodland 
Woodland 
Woodland 

we’ve gotta
get some kind
of protection
for our knees!

heck,
I wore
through
my knees
hours
ago!

“That’s when you need a set of knee and elbow pads. The pads are
made of a special nylon cloth-covered foam that is protected by a

high density polyethylene shell. The inside is lined with a
moisture wicking fabric for more comfort.”

Pads are secured with elastic hook-and-pile straps

When you
have to crawl

around on
rubble, dirt
and other

debris on the
battlefield,
your knees
and elbows

can take quite
a pounding.

Packaging…



ACTIVE TOE UNITS
Small Category

Winner: HHSC, 1st MI Bn (USAREUR)
Runner-up: HHC, 8th MP Bde (EUSA)

Medium Category
Winner: Maint Trp, Rgtl Spt Sqdn, 2d ACR 

(FORSCOM)
Runner-up: 70th Trans Co, 28th Trans Bn

(USAREUR)
Large Category

Winner: 3d Bn, 7th Inf Rgt, 3d ID (Mech)
(FORSCOM)

Runner-up: 112th Sig Bn (Airborne) (USASOC)

TDA UNITS
Small Category

Winner: HQ/A Battery, 2d Bn, 6th ADA (TRADOC)
Runner-up: Maintenance Activity Vilseck,

General Support Center-Europe (USAREUR)
Medium Category

Winner: 205th MI Bn (INSCOM)
Runner-up: 58th Trans Bn (TRADOC)

Large Category
Winner: 527th MI Bn (INSCOM)
Runner-up: 52d Sig Bn (NETCOM)

RESERVE TOE UNITS
Small Category

Winner: 332d Engr Co (FORSCOM)
Runner-up: HHD, 787th Spt Bn (Corps)

(FORSCOM)
Medium Category

Winner: 383d QM Co (FORSCOM)
Runner-up: 826th Ord Co (FORSCOM)

Large Category
Winner: None selected

NATIONAL GUARD TOE UNITS
Small Category

Winner: 210th Fin Bn, (MSARNG)
Runner-up: Svc Btry, 2d Bn, 138th FA

(KYARNG)
Medium Category

Winner: 731st Maint Co (NCARNG)
Runner-up: 1344th Trans Co (ILARNG)

Large Category
Winner: 527th Engr Bn

(Combat Heavy)(LAARNG)
Runner-up: 232d Corps Spt Bn

(ILARNG)

No Hoffman or M21 on M109s

The M21 artillery flash simulator is designed to be loaded
into a Hoffman training device to simulate firing of the 
M1-series tank’s main gun.The M21 and Hoffman are not
authorized for use on M109-series SP howitzers. Using them
on the howitzer may result in malfunctions. Ammunition
Information Notice (AIN) 40-03 (221919Z APR 03) has the
scoop. Send an e-mail to jmc-ofc-qas@osc.army.mil or call
Quinn Williams at DSN 793-7561 for a copy.

Tactical Grounding Pamphlet

If it’s your job to ground or bond tactical
equipment, you can’t do the job right
without CECOM TR-98-6, Earth Grounding
and Bonding Pamphlet: A Guide to Proper
Grounding and Bonding Methods for Use
with Tactical Systems. The pamphlet is 46
pages of good grounding info and PS will
email it to you as a PDF file. Just write to
Half-Mast and ask for it. 

3-KW TQG Freq
Converter Change

Item 49 of Fig 2 in TM 9-6115-639- 23P gives you
a choice of two frequency converters for the 
3-KW TQG—a 60-Hz and a 400-Hz model. But
the part numbers are flopped! Pencil that
change in your paper TM and then order a 60-Hz
converter (the one you probably want) with NSN
5895-01-477-0855 and a 400-Hz converter with
NSN 5895-01-477-0858.

Solvent Gloves NSN

Need some protective gloves
to use while working in a sol-
vent tank? Get them with NSN
8415-00-266-8675. They’re the
gloves found in the No. 1
Common tool set. They’re
rubber, size 11, 14 inches in
length, with a gauntlet cuff.
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Now we recognize
the troops who

kept your vehicles
ready for war.

The winners are…

M113A3 Steer Lock Conversion

Mechanics, hold off on replacing a bad electrical steer lock solenoid, NSN 5945-00-933-8450, on
the M113A3 FOV. Instead, get your DS to install the new electrical-to-mechanical conversion kit,
NSN 2520-01-434-8596. At around $435, the kit costs more than a new electrical solenoid, but
it also lasts a lot longer.




